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LGBT slang, LGBT speak or gay slang is a set of slang lexicon used predominantly among LGBT people. It
has been used in various languages, including English and Japanese, since the early 1900s as a means by
which members of the LGBT community can identify themselves and speak in code with brevity and speed to
other LGBTs.
LGBT slang - Wikipedia
Slang is the sixth studio album by English hard rock band Def Leppard, released on 14 May 1996.The album
marked a musical departure from their signature sound, also not produced by Robert John "Mutt" Lange and
was produced by the band with Pete Woodroffe. Slang is the first album with new material to feature new
guitarist Vivian Campbell (Campbell had previously played on the B-side collection ...
Slang (album) - Wikipedia
A genre of popular music that evolved in the 1950s from a combination of rhythm and blues and country
music, characterized by electric guitars, strong rhythms, and youth-oriented lyrics.Â· A style of vigorous
dancing associated with this genre of music.Â· An intangible feeling, philosophy, belief or allegiance relating
to rock music ...
rock and roll - Wiktionary
0-9 []. 0-dark-hundred, 0'dark-hundred (pronounced "oh dark hundred", because the "zero" in time
expressions was verbally pronounced "oh" in the US Navy and US Army as late as the 1980s: A slang term
for any time between midnight and daylight.Used to convey that the time is when people are usually asleep.
e.g. "We have to get up at 0-dark-hundred."
Appendix:Glossary of U.S. Navy slang - Wiktionary
This webpage is for Dr. Wheeler's literature students, and it offers introductory survey information concerning
the literature of classical China, classical Rome, classical Greece, the Bible as Literature, medieval literature,
Renaissance literature, and genre studies.
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